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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION  

 

4.1. Conclusion.  

       After analyzing Harry Potter and the order of Phoenix novel Written 

by J.K Rowling’s, the researcher concludes as following: 

  Harry Potter and the Order of Phoenix is about Ron’s Family give 

loving acts to Harry Potter. In this novel the researcher see their 

characteristic, on how Ron’s Family appearance in this novel, how their faces 

Harry Potter as the orphan in this novel. By referring to discussion, the 

researcher uses new criticism theory; that theory was cognitive in interpreting 

loving acts to Harry Potter by Ron’s Family. 

  From the result of analysis of this novel as it has been explained 

above, the researcher can re tells that Ron’s Family character really good 

actions. Especially, loving acts to the orphan by Ron’s Family in Harry Potter 

and the Order of the Phoenix novel. The example Mrs. Weasley acts, she 

giving foods to Harry Potter. Mrs. Wesley appeared in the bedroom doorway. 

“The meeting’s over, you can come down and have dinner now, everyone’s 

dying to see you, Harry. And who’s left all those Dungbombs outside the 

kitchen door?” (J.K. Rowling’s 75). The Ron’s Family acts also same with 

the concept of loving acts to the orphan by verse Al-Qur’an. There are four 

aspects: giving foods, saying goods words, paying attentions, and helping the 

orphan.    
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  From all the analysis towards the character of Ron’s Family, the 

reseacher concludes that Ron’s Family represents a character of good actions 

in Harry Potter and the order of the phoenix novel. Although, Ron’s family 

there no relation with Harry Potter, their family always continues stand bay to 

Harry Potter to help. This ideal characterization of Ron’s Family is in 

accordance with one verse in the Quran “And they give food in spite of love 

for it to the needy, the orphan, and the captive,” (Quran, Al- Insan: 8). Having 

this good moral value within their character, the researcher marks that Ron’s 

Family is a good character in this story.  
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